OneStop™ combines an engaging interface for patron self-service with a customizable platform to showcase library news, events and more.

Modern and intuitive, OneStop works with EnvisionWare’s hardware or your existing hardware to provide a cost-effective and flexible software solution.
SELF-CHECKOUT
AND SO MUCH MORE

With EnvisionWare’s OneStop software, your patrons enjoy the ease of use they’ve come to expect with a self-checkout system, combined with the flexibility, efficiency and integration you need to keep your library running smoothly.

OneStop integrates with EnvisionWare’s full suite of self-service solutions for time and print management, fine payment and more. This all-in-one solution saves on hardware costs and space, and provides a single interface for patron self-service.

- Integrate with EnvisionWare’s PC Reservation®, Reservation Service and LPT:One™ software for computer sign-up and print release
- Add Copy Payment Manager™ for centralized management of copy payment from cash, account and credit cards
- Integrate with EnvisionWare® eCommerce Services™ for fine payment and account deposit
- Add EnvisionWare® Branch Manager™ for email receipts, staff alerts and help requests
- Enable patrons to checkout RFID media with EnvisionWare® Media Case Controller (EMC2)™
- Use OneStop™ in the Intelligent Returns Station mode as an RFID book drop or staff returns station

OneStop is compatible with barcode and RFID technology, including RFID-based patron cards.
ENGAGE PATRONS

OneStop takes customization to a new level, enabling you to use your own photos to showcase your library or community, select from a bank of out-of-the-box themes, or a combination.

Standard themes include:

- **Seasons**: Choose from multiple images each season to keep your self-checkout interface fresh and relevant throughout the year

- **Children’s Imaginative**: Whimsical and eye-catching photos to draw the attention of even the youngest readers

- **Reading Classic**: Engaging photos for patrons of all ages

- **News & Events**: Promote your library events with these out-of-the-box announcements for book clubs, story times, teen programs and more

Themes can be used together or separately, or used in combination with your own imagery, announcements and news feeds.

ACCESSIBILITY FEATURES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Features such as high contrast mode, increased font and the ability to adjust the screen height are prominently displayed. These features are available at the touch of a button, making it simple for patrons to select the tools they need for an easy and comfortable self-checkout experience. Patrons can press the Request Help button to call for further assistance.
PROMOTE LIBRARY SERVICES AND EVENTS

With OneStop, you can customize the screens to display your own photos or graphics. You can also stream library news from your library’s website or other feeds in real time on the screen.

CUSTOMIZE AND CONFIGURE WITH EASE

Make OneStop an extension of your library:

- Add your library’s logo
- Change the color palette of the interface to match your branding
- Leverage the included API to create a fully customized patron experience or custom circulation application
- Enable patrons to change the language display with the click of a button
- Customize the language options to suit your community
- Select directional graphics to show patrons where to return materials
- Customize receipt header and footer based on your library’s needs
- Provide patrons with the ability to update their email
- Allow patrons to view their place on the holds list†

* Symphony and Sierra
†Sierra ILS only
SEAMLESS PATRON PAYMENT EXPERIENCE

OneStop now offers integrated fine payment options that make it quick and easy for users to select how they want to pay. Intuitive graphics walk users through the payment process so they can pay and be on their way.

For Libraries that prefer to offer patrons more choices in fine payments, OneStop enables patrons to touch to select which fines they want to pay from an itemized list during checkout*.

ENABLE PATRONS TO DISCOVER THEIR NEXT BEST READ

Enhance the visibility of your collection and enable patrons to discover new titles during checkout. OneStop works seamlessly with a NoveList Select for Self-checkout subscription to serve-up reading recommendations during self-checkout. Patrons can select titles that interest them and place a hold, or print or email the recommendations on their receipt, keeping the title top of mind for their next library visit.

*Subject to the capabilities of your ILS
YOUR HARDWARE
OR OURS

OneStop is designed to help libraries maximize their resources by using existing hardware or selecting from EnvisionWare’s cost-effective suite of self-service hardware. Intuitive and flexible, OneStop automatically adapts based on hardware resolution, making it a breeze to install and configure the software.